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One of the reasons I think competition casting and programs like the Orvis Master your Fly Casting 

Program are so important is that they teach good tracking. If you want to cast efficiently and 

accurately you have to have good tracking. Tracking is a term we use to describe the path the rod 

and line travel in the back and forward cast. When I think of tracking I think of spy satellites in the 

sky looking down on us and following every move we make. Any deviation from a straight line 

would be immediately reported to the casting police! 

 

Another way of thinking about tracking is imagining a set of railway tracks in the sky above your 

head. The back cast and forward cast should stay within the tracks. Any wavering or wobbling 

could be considered a tracking fault. The secret to better casting is good tracking (and to start 

young!). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most fly fishers with any experience don’t have tracking faults. Years of casting to moving fish and 

aiming at rings have ensured their tracking is good. However, recently I was asked by a couple of 

experienced fly fisher to have a look at their casting in preparation for fishing trips where they 

needed to be able to make longer casts. Their short game was good. But once they tried lengthening 

their casts beyond their comfort zone tracking issues became evident. 



 

Unless you are a serious competition caster you can get away with poor tracking most of the time. 

In fact some of the time we deliberately use poor tracking to create presentation casts likes curves 

and tucks. However, when you try to cast for distance your tracking must be spot on. Poor tracking 

means you have to pull the line around a curve wasting energy and ending up off target. 

Straightening the line will immediately add distance. 

 

It is relatively easy to find out if you have a tracking problem. Most times your forward cast will 

curve away from your intended target. If you are a golfer you will have seen this in the form of a 

slice or hook. It is in the back cast that the problem begins and it is here that you want to look more 

closely if you think your tracking is off. 

 

The best way to check your tracking on the back cast is to cast along a rope or straight line on the 

ground. If you try to cast along the rope and let the line drop to the ground behind you, you can turn 

around and see where it landed. Many people don’t believe they have a tracking problem until they 

can see for themselves the deviation the line is making.  

 
 

If you want to check your tracking while the line is in the air you can always use a video camera. 

Just set the camera on a tripod in line with the rope on the ground and film. Cast at the camera and 

you will soon see if the line is tracking correctly. For the technophiles out there, there is an even 

better way. Just launch your drone with slow-mo camera attached and have it hover above your 

head. The resulting video will pinpoint exactly where the fly line is travelling. 

 

Another way to check your tracking is with the help of a friend or a casting instructor (casting 

instructors don’t have many friends because they are always watching your cast and telling you 

what you are doing wrong!) Your friend will politely point out any tracking issues … but a casting 

instructor will be able to tell you what to do about it. 

 

Fixing tracking problems is not difficult. Often the rope on the ground is enough to get your 

tracking back on track. By turning your head and watching your back cast you can aim along the 

rope or at an object directly behind. If the problem persists there are a number of different exercises 

you can try. Poor tracking is usually caused by the hand rotating as it tries to move in a straight line. 

Excess body movement can also cause this deviation. If you can force your hand to remain in the 

same plane you will make the rod and line track in a straight line. Simple exercises like casting with 

a pizza box or playing with a laser pointer will do the trick. If your casting instructor hasn’t 

introduced you to these activities yet here is how it works.  



 
         Probably best to eat the pizza first!              A laser pointer would be simpler! 

 

 

 

The pizza box aid is simply a stick firmly attached to a pizza box. By casting the pizza box back 

and forth you can feel your hand deviating by the change in air pressure on the box. If you want the 

box to move freely through the air, and thus track straight, you have to adjust your wrist and body 

so the box travels in a straight line. Likewise, if you take a laser pointer and shadow cast in a 

hallway you can monitor the straightness of your cast by following the laser light on the ceiling. 

Both these activities will help straighten out tracking problems and set you on the road to longer 

casts. 

 

There are a few other tricks you can employ to straighten out your tracking like casting in a narrow 

alleyway or watching your cast in the glass front of a building. Whatever method you employ the 

straighter you track the more efficient and accurate your casting will become. And it will add 

distance to your cast. 
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